Quality Production Management
Assembly, Inc.

Northeastern Assembly Inc., provides a
flexible production environment which
can quickly accommodate any of our
client’s needs.
Northeastern Assembly has the experience and excellent service you can rely
on. Our staff consists of seasoned veterans with 20 plus years of experience to
new talent on the edge of the latest
technologies and trends.

We produce a wide variety of products from small quantities of prototypes and pre-production units to large quantity runs. Northeastern Assembly can also act as your complete manufacturing fulﬁllment center. Using a proprietary
inventory software, we can maintain component inventory, build and ship to your facility, or to your customer. With
turnkey management options, we allow your team to focus on core competencies.

Our Capabilities Include:
Assembly

Northeastern Assembly has the experience and excellent service you can
rely on when it comes to the assembly of medical devices and consumer
goods. We follow ISO 9001, AS9100, and ISO 13485 processes for the
assembly of medical and government devices, components and
consumer goods.

Salvage and Rework
Reduce costs by limiting scrap and waste of products and assemblies
due to errors, omissions and over production.
* Quality control inspections
* Rework
* Repackaging and relabeling
* Quality Issue solution

Fulfillment and Packaging

Assembly, Inc.

Northeastern Assembly Inc., has a strategic
approach to fulfillment and the expertise to successfully run a fulfillment operation.
When you need your orders fulfilled, look no further.
Efficient receiving and shipping procedures allow
NEA to meet the most challenging production and
meet timely shipping schedules.

Our Capabilities Include:
* Direct ship, or customer direct order processing
* Collating, sorting, labeling, kitting, packaging, bagging &
shrink wrapping
* Order inventory monitoring and tracking, same day shipping.
* Reverse logistics and customer returns.
* EDI Services
* Global logistics and freight forwarding management

Pick and Pack Service

Our facility and staﬀ are trained to handle your inventory with maximized eﬃciency and dependability. Pick, Pack & Ship (PPS) distribution
services provides inventory management, shipment and distribution of
your product to your customers or distributors, removing an extra step
in the process and getting your devices delivered faster and more
eﬃciently.

Packaging and Labeling

Northeastern Assembly oﬀers innovative custom packaging solutions that
protect your product while enhancing its brand and consumer experiences.
Labeling the completed product is a vital aspect of ﬁnal packaging at NEA.
Using our label printing system, we take customer-supplied data to design and
print labels that communicate materials speciﬁcations, lot numbers, expiration
dates, instructions, logos and any signiﬁcant information the product requires,
including barcodes.

Onshoring and Manufacturing
Assembly, Inc.

Our Capabilities Include:

